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Editorial
On the cover, this month is Paul Nippress and Rosie tackling the Hardmoors Goathland 2017.
Above is a selection of our finest at the Guy Fawkes 10. One of the tougher road ten milers but always a popular
club race thanks to the coach and knees- up afterwards.
Plenty of notices, therefore, make sure you read those. And the EHH winter fixtures carry on apace. I'm being a
hypocrite slightly but make sure you support the clubs pack runs.
Until next month, have a very happy Christmas.

Notices

EHHW
inter Fixtures
Saturday 16th December
EHH Winter League 3 ? Christmas CC
6m
EHH Clubhouse, Saltshouse Road
Hull, HU8 9HF
14:00
FREE

Saturday 23rd December
Pack Run ? Club
EHH Clubhouse, Saltshouse Road
Hull, HU8 9HF
13:45

Monday 25th December
Xmas morning run
EHH Clubhouse, Saltshouse Road
Hull, HU8 9HF
10:00

Tuesday 26th December
Boxing Day 10k 2017
EHH Clubhouse, Saltshouse Road
Hull, HU8 9HF
10:00
£4.00 UKA Members/ £6 Unattached Entries on the day +£1.00
http:/ / easthullharriers.com/
wp- content/ uploads/ 2017/ 08/
BoxingDay10kmEntryForm- 2017.docx

Wednesday 27th December
Pack Run ? Millington (13 or 20 mile)
Gait Inn, Millington York, YO42 1TX
Start times 7.30 am onwards

Pack Run ? Club
EHH Clubhouse, Saltshouse Road Hull,
HU8 9HF
13:45
Northern CC Champs
ETBC
10:30 - 16:00
Championship Race - club pays fee

Saturday 3rd February
Pack Run (K, D Barnes) ? Market
Weighton
Market Weighton School, Spring Road
Market Weighton, North Yorkshire
YO43 3JF
13:45

Saturday 10th February
EHH Winter League 5 ? Riverbank
Race 6.2m
Ennerdale Leisure Centre, Sutton Road
Hull, HU7 6EA
14:00
FREE

Saturday 17th February
Pack Run ? Club
EHH Clubhouse, Saltshouse Road Hull,
HU8 9HF
13:45

Sunday 18th February
Pack Run (P Nippress) ? Sproatley
Sproatley,Park Road, Sproatley. HU11
4PG
13:45

Pack Run (P Nippress) - Stamford
Bridge
TBC
13:45
Humberside CC Champs (TBC)
TBC
11:00 - 17:00
Championship Race - club pays fee

Saturday 13th January
EHH Winter League 4 ? Club CC
Championship 4m/ 8m
EHH Clubhouse, Saltshouse Road
Hull, HU8 9HF
14:00
FREE

Saturday 20th January
Pack Run (M Carrick) ? Wawne
Village Hall
Main Street
Wawne
13:45

Saturday 27th January

Just a reminder you have until Thursday
to get your name down for the Xmas 6
mile handicap on the 16th December, if
you want in & haven?t already got your
name down (here
https:/ / www.facebook.com/ groups/
162339058586/ permalink/ 1
0155106187613587/ ) let me know
Mike Petersen
Humberside XC championships
Sunday 8th January 2017
We have started taking names for this
race, we have had over 50 from club in
this before and so would be great if we
could top that ! !
Great local event that needs supporting
for its continued success , also a great
starting race for those new to club who
haven't dipped there toe into
"championship racing "
Also the club pays your race fees ( as
long as you race ! ) Can you put your
names either on this post
(https:/ / www.facebook.com/ groups/
162339058586/ permalink/
10153983409058587/ ) or on board at
club (along with email address)
Matthew Hayes
London Marathon Winners
At the time of writing unlike previous
years we do not know how many club
places we've been allocated therefore
each person gets a number. The top 3
and most likely to get places are:

Saturday 30th December

Saturday 6th January

Winter League Race 3

Fixtures
If there is a fixture I need to add
to the newsletter and/ or website
then please send details to to
info@easthullharriers.com.
To include a fixture I need the
- Date and time
- Event name,
- Location
- Cost
- And entry form ot link

1. Mike Petersen
2. Tony Cross
3. Martin Hardey
Pie and Pea Night
Please could you let us know if your
coming / bringing partners . And also
who wants a veggie pie .
Tuesday 19th December in Sutton golf
club, quiz by John B.
Any donationss for the raffle would be
much appreciated . So either on here
(https:/ / www.facebook.com/
groups/ 162339058586/ permalink
/ 10155071157768587/ ) or there will be
a list up in club on Tuesday
Matthew Hayes

TheDoncaster 10k
By Robert Weekes
It was about 4- C and the stiff breeze was from the north,which gave a sharp
contrast to the bright sunshine and blue sky. Behind the start line eager runners
waited for the count down and I turned around to look at them all , nervous,
impatient, happy and relaxed, every emotion representative in the expressions on
2000 faces.
BANG!
Off we went, the first kilometer was slow and I lead a group of 5 out, my instinct
was to push and open a gap but the reality was that if I wanted to break my
personal best then patience and pacing is paramount.
The group pulled past me and for a few fleeting moments I kicked on hoping this
was just a temporary change of tempo but quickly realising that I hadn?t the
equipment to maintain the pace for another 5 miles.
The only noise in the still morning air of Doncaster city centre was my own light
breathing and the gentle lapping of feet on pavement. The course wound through
the town before heading back out towards the racecourse where we started. 16:49
through 5k, feeling good, slight headwind, no problem, this was on!

Recently I read that smiling makes you a more efficient runner so I smiled and
thanked everyone who gave me encouragement and clapped along the route, it
seemed to work as the long stretch of road before me washed by.
The 8km mark was a turn around a traffic cone and thoughts of hill repeats on the
flyover played through my head as if on record, my legs instinctively dropped the
stride length and the cadence increased to match it as I drove forward down the
slight hill knowing there was only 5 minuets or so of blank thoughts until the end.
The final half mile felt like I was coming up from a deep water dive that I had held
my breath for, I could see the daylight above but my body was begging for air , the
only way was forward, the gap closing, silence everywhere apart from the
screaming of my muscles as the end approached.
I crossed the finish line in 33:40, my target achieved .
On reflection, the consistent speed work and mileage has been key to breaking
through my personal boundary. Regular long intervals with short recovery helped
me feel comfortable for long spells at race pace and looking forward to next spring
and marathon season I think this will be key to more minutes off my times.
Thoroughly recommend getting down to speed work or hills to anyone wanting to
make gains this winter!

East Hull HarriersW
inter LeagueRace2:3Mile
By Mike Murray
Breaking News? ? ..Breaking
News? ? ? Breaking News? ? ? ? .
Harriers Three Mile Handicap
Champion reveals intention to set up
new business providing weight loss
and runner?s training advice service in
exclusive interview with the club
reporter.
Yes, Mike (Ex- fat boy) Murray has
advised that his new business will be
founded on five pillars or truths that
will show all runners how to train and
the dieting advice necessary for
success.
These pillars are:
-

Move more
Eat less
Run more often
Run further
Run faster

By following his own advice, Mike
recently managed to overcome long
term injury, drinking too much, over
eating and drinking too much, to
enable him to succeed in the three
mile handicap , race two of the winter
league.
That?s enough of that crap; in reality
thanks are due in no small part to Kris
Lecher whose physiotherapy services
have at long last started to come to
fruition.
The benefit of a generous handicap
also played its part, thank you Mike
Petersen.
I had an inkling that my handicap may
be on the generous side when at the
club the week before the race; I?d been
told I?d be setting off with a bunch of
girls? ? ? ? ? .I assumed he just
thought I was one too!
I arrived at the clubhouse in good time
on Saturday even taking the
opportunity to run two miles to the
club as a warm up.I collected my
number and a quick check revealed
that I was off six minutes after Mary
Carrick but 11:30 ahead of the fast
lads like Mike Hargreaves.It was on!
After a few more stretches, a change
into my fujirunners and a run back to
the club for my lost glove and another
pee I was waiting on the drain bank.
Two arrived and Mary was off, a few
others then it was the turn of Michelle
Smith, Cally Harrison, Sue Beever,

Heidi Akester, Laura Pinder and
myself.
This put me in a quandry, play the
gentleman and let the ladies get to the
gate and stile first and enjoy the view
or not?Nahh! Go for it, get there first
and push all the way.
First objective achieved. Pushed on
and over took Janie Wilcock and Keith
Gadie whilst still on the drain
bank.Kept pushing and caught others
regularly.Nearly got sent the wrong
way off the embankment by the
photographer but just spotted the
marshal further ahead in time.
As I came off the embankment I could
see Mary in the distance, kept pushing
and went past whilst still on the
field.Back up the embankment and the
fast lads began to appear on their
outward leg, that looked promising for
a good result.
At this stage I was having to dig in for
a final push, someone shouted there
were just three in front!
Went past someone else along the
playing field, then it was a left onto the
drain bank and I could see two more in
front, ?keep pushing Murray?I was
saying to myself.
Then I was second with just David Bell
in front and I was catching him as we
approached the last gate and stile.
Then Dave was ?attacked?by the
?hound of the Baskerville?s and once he
psed through the stile he had to stop
and check himself/ recover.
Sorry Dave but I was focussed on just
the one thing and as you hadn?t fallen
over bleeding profusely there was no
way I was going to stop.
Then I was past? ? ..and I could hear
footsteps catching me? ? ? ? ?push
Murray?I mentally screamed at myself,
?PUUUSSSHHHHHH?was all I thought.
Then I could see the finish and I was
still in front and I daren?t even try and
glance behind then the line was there
and someone said ?way in front Mike,
way in front?.
And that was it! First across the
line? ? ? Me first across the line!
Clock time 31:59 a sub five minute
three mile cross country, even I hadn?t
believed I could run that pace!
So that is a new experience for me, one
I?ll struggle to repeat, but what a

feeling, I?m over the moon.
Unless I can count the Middle
Holderness Pub Team Domino
League winner from the late 70?s
when I played for the George &
Dragon, Aldbrough as a sporting
?winner?then this result is the first
real sporting achievement of my life.
So, from this ex fat lad I?d like to
thank East Hull Harriers & AC for
giving me this opportunity
? ? ..bloody hell I hated running as a
teenager unless it was with ball in
hand on a rugby pitch!
So just to set the record straight the
results from Saturday are:
Fastest times:
1Mike Hargreaves 16:51
Anneliese Tomlinson 22:07
2Steve Bateson 17:08
Helen Horrobin 22:23
3Robert Weekes 17:34
Kerry Young 22:27
Handicap:
1Mike Murray30:59 (6:00)
Laura Gunstead Palframan 32:01
(5:00)
2Matthew Pinder31:51 (7:00)
Tina Wigglesworth32:19 (3:30)
3David Bell31:55 (1:00)
Janet Kay32:45 (6:30)
(Handicap Start Time in Brackets)
It just remains for me to thank all
those involved in organising the
event, all you lovely marshalls, time
keepers and recorders, funnel
managers and the handicapper
himself, if there were any prize
money I feel duty bound to
share? ? ..
Till next time, Mike Murray

ATaleof 3H's-Haltemprice,HarrogateandHardmoors
By Richard Alsop
Way back in the early part of the year
there was a lot of talk of runners
entering the Hardmoors Goathland
Marathon or Half Marathon.?That
sounds a bit different? I thought, so
entered the half thinking I would be
able to get loads of training in (ho
ho! ).Next, the Guy Fawkes Ten trip
came up and it seemed a good idea to
enter the race and therefore go on the
trip. Even though I find it an incredibly
hard ten miler, this is a great race with
fantastic organisation whilst still
retaining its low- key atmosphere.
Fast forward a few months and the
usual year of bursts of training
punctuated by frequent injuries was
unfolding.Running in the Grimsby 10k
and the Gilberdyke Ten Mile and
recording ?personal worst?times didn?t
help, so it was a case of train when
possible and hope for the best.By this
time I had an additional incentive for
completing the Goathland event, in
that we had built a family weekend in
Whitby around the race? .no pressure
then!

The Haltemprice 10k was first and at
the risk of repeating myself this has
long been my favourite 10k, which I
hope doesn?t lose its unique charm
when taken over from the great Dave
MacDonald next year.I had little
expectation of a decent time so wasn?t
too bothered by my 48:37 (another
?PW?! ), but wanted to ensure my ankle
would stand up to the race.
Seven days later I was on the coach to
Ripley Castle for the Guy Fawkes, part
of me wondering what I was doing
there given I was limping around the
office all week long. I treated the race
as a good way of getting a decent run
in before Goathland and duly recorded
another PW of 85 minutes+.Note to
self ? I must address this decline! We
had another good afternoon in
Harrogate, once again thanks to Alison
and Matty for sorting the coach and
Nippy for organising the meals.
On the Tuesday night I ran 8.5 miles
then took it easy while my ankle
returned to a ?normal?size.I wasn?t too
worried about Goathland, having been
running Half Marathons on and off
since 1983.

morning driving the short distance
from Whitby to Goathland and being
grateful the weather was sunny, clear
and with little wind so my ?minimalist?
equipment would suffice.The faster
trio of Martin Hardey, Alan Smith and
Mike Petersen disappeared into the
distance and I ran the first couple of
miles with Nippy (and Rosie) until he
also went off on his own, but looking
at the results later, not too far away.
Fortunately
the
course
was
well- marked and I stuck reasonably
close to other runners, some of whom
occasionally spoke e.g. ?It?s our mate
from East Hull Harriers again?. Sorry
to the Scarborough runners - I couldn?t
resist going away from you in the last
couple of miles.
This was a fantastic course with
breath- taking scenery to admire on
the ?walking? sections, hills, heather,
peat bogs, jelly babies, stepping
stones? .you
get
the
picture.I
thoroughly enjoyed the race, especially

in the last couple of miles when I could
see the village and then my family
armed with cameras on the last
hill.Given my obvious lack of fitness I
was pleased enough with my 2:22:27,
40 minutes behind the race winner.I
think with more training I could get
closer to 2:15 but the overall
experience was great and is highly
recommended.
The ankle was a sight to behold for a
couple of days but apart from that I
was OK, managing to make the pub in
Whitby before great home- cooked tea
(and wine anasthetic).
All in all a great three weeks,
illustrating you shouldn?t get too hung
up about your training, just go out and
enjoy it.I?m not a good advert for that
philosophy but it works, especially
when you know PBs are a thing of the
distant past!

East Hull HarriersW
inter LeagueRace2:3Milehandicap,Saturday18/11/2017
By Tony Cross
Considering how simple the sport of
running is, it ain?t ?arf complicated
sometimes. This was my first race
since June, but probably the first time
I?d felt ?up?for a race since February.
Having had a decent crack at training
through January, I?d set myself a
personal target of breaking the
sub- 39 barrier at the Dewsbury 10km
? nothing that would trouble any
world records, but a milestone for
someone who?d never gone under 41
minutes before the last Dewsbury
10km in 2016.
It went well, to a point. I hit my splits,
and saved plenty for the fast 2ndhalf
of the race ? and I went through 10km
well under my target in 38:32, but
thanks to some cavalier shifting of the
course turning point, I still had
another 200metres to go before
crossing the line, in a rather
frustrating 39:07.
I spent the remainder of the day in
what I?d describe as a ?reflective?
mood. It included arguments with the
wife, unnecessarily shouty
conversations with the children over
important things like the volume at
which they were breathing in and out,
blaming Pedigree Chum for the
pungent nature of our dog?s breath
etc, but mostly it was spent
scrutinising 1400 other runner?s
Strava distances and angrily emailing
the race director, West Yorkshire
Police, the army, Iron Man (who
definitely exists), anyone that would
listen really.
This set the tone for the year. The
following Tuesday, still staring my
arse squarely in the face (eye?), I went
out on a 10mile training run with our
quick lads, and came back with a
trapped nerve that put me out of
running for a couple of months. I
jogged around the Beverley 10km, did
a couple of Summer League races,
succumbed to the corporate allure of a
free place in the JT Hull 10km,
attempted the Withernsea 5mile, but
my arse- staring remained resolute,
resulting in lack- lustre performances
in all of those events.
Needless to say, I took the rather
insignificant- in- the- grand- scheme- of
- things 200metre discrepancy rather
well.
So, it was with gladdened heart that I
turned up to club on Saturday with a

spring in my step. The weather was
bang on a for a cross country sprint, I?d
had a decent few miles under my belt
in the run up, and I was actually
looking forward to a race for the first
time in months.

worked hard for it ? something I?d
not felt since February (did I mention,
that was at the Dewsbury 10km
where I?d been done out of an official
sub 39minute time thanks to people
who can?t count?)

It was brill to see faces old and new
gathering on the drainbank, all of us
armed with the usual
?yeah- not- bad- I?ll- see- how- I- get- onI?m- just- going- to- enjoy- it?routine that
comes with every ask of ?how are you
feeling??;everyone catching up with
those that they hadn?t seen in a while;
warily checking each other?s start
times and doing some hard sums in
their head to try and work out whether
they/ you were catchable, and playing
down your chances of winning if you
had a decent handicap ? and it was at
this point that the mighty East Hull
Harriers did what months of physio
and plodding had failed to do ? put an
end to my stare down contest with my
exit hole (which I totally won, by the
way).

Mike Murray took the spoils on the
day, dipping in under 31 minutes at
30:59, ahead of a closely run second
and third placed Matt Pinder and
David Bell, separated by a mere four
seconds. Laura Palframan, Tina
Wigglesworth and Janet Kay made
up the first three ladies places, with
Mike Hargreaves having another
shocker, finishing in a pedestrian
16:51 and taking the fastest time on
the day, with Anneliese Tomlinson
being the fastest lady in 22:07.

As my (generous ? cheers Mike :- ) )
start time approached, I was feeling
not bad and was just looking to see
how I?d get on, and was just going to
enjoy it really. I was paired with
tattooed pocket rocket Kris Hopkins,
who made sure we set off at a decent
lick, and we found ourselves passing a
fair few within the first half mile or so.
Having successfully negotiated the
first fence with the style and grace of a
young Colin Jackson, my misplaced
confidence/ fox- like cunningness saw
me try to take on the second in an
attempt to garner valuable hundredths
of a second over everyone.
This did not end well.
By- passers may have been forgiven for
believing a helicopter had been shot
down, such was the extent of my
flailing limbs and subsequent multiple
instances of contact with said metal
gate. For a brief moment I found
myself seeing my arse yet again,
although this time in a rather more
literal sense.
To the relief of our nearby President (it
sounded like a laugh, but I think he
said ?Oh my god, I hope you?re OK Tony,
is there anything I can do to help??), I
was OK to continue unimpeded.
Thankfully, the rest of the race wasn?t
quite as eventful. I managed even
splits all the way around, and although
I didn?t trouble the winners, I felt like I?d

Many thanks to all of the marshalls,
timekeepers and handicappers that
make these races possible ? and to
Pete for making sure this race was
square on 3miles ;- )
A special mention must also go to
our young Harriers, Ash Jacketts, and
Oli and George Burnett ? all posting
some great times in recent races,
with lots of the senior runners now
looking over their shoulders for you!
The day was topped off for me when
I was fortunate enough to draw one
of our club spots in the London
Marathon next year. It?s the runners
equivalent of winning the lottery,
except with more pain and less cash
to buy Iron Man models with. It?ll be
my first proper crack at the distance
since I thought I?d taken 28 minutes
off my previous best in Manchester
in 2015 ? you know, the one that
didn?t count because the course
measurers can?t measure. Luckliy, I
don?t tend to dwell on such trivial
things, and will be going all out this
winter to put things right next April.

Yorkshiremarathon2017
By Emily Maria

Well, here I am again..same
marathon, another year! Having
enjoyed running the Yorkshire
marathon in 2016, I signed up
again to run the 2017 one.
However, this time the aim was to
beat my previous time, especially
because I was so close to a good
for age time!
After training over early summer
and early autumn, including
running with some of the guys
from EHH, aka the aptly named
?slow?icide group, the time was
soon here to take on marathon no.
2, starting with a 5am wake up and
collecting two of my work
colleagues on the way. Before I
knew it, there I was crossing the
line again. The first 6 or so miles
flew by, passing the four hour
pacer and receiving some
encouragement from two hornsea
harriers (love the running
communityJ).
The next section definitely seemed
longer, running passed some very
enthusiastic brownies and
catching up with Guy Gibson.
The half way point then came in
site (not my fastest half time but I
was running twice the distance! I
soon past all the spectators at
14/ 15 mile and got up to 17/ 18
mile point that seemed longer than
I remembered, it felt like I was
never going to approach the turn
around point, however, was nice to
see some of the other harrier guys
(ahead of me on the other side).
At around mile 18 was a big timer,
stating the time was 2hrs and 36
or so minutes in, at this point, I
knew I could get my good for age
and could slow slightly in the next
miles if I needed to. This was
comforting, because the tiredness
did start to creep in, especially past
18 miles and between miles 21- 23.
At this point, I was questioning in
my head why I had decided to run
another one! However, with good
for age in my head, I kept going and
was soon approaching 25 miles. I
was greeted by David Gingell

snapping photographs and telling
me I was the first east hull harrier
lady, not something to shout about,
I was the ONLY one(?! ).
I soon approached the horrible
incline not far from the finish and
was soon approaching the finish
line, with my name announced by
the spectator, keeping an eye on
the big timer. As I crossed the finish
line, I knew I had done it and, on
checking my phone, received
congrats messages from my
partner and also from Alison who
had both been tracking me along
the way. I congratulated, Dan, Tim
and the other EHH guys who were
all stood not far from the finish and
then had a to dash off to the

nearest port a loo because I did
not feel well at all! I then
ventured to the finish line to
cheer on both of my colleagues
and also to cheer on other fellow
EHH?s including Shaun who also
beat his last marathon time.
I would have been happy with just
sub 3:45, however beat that to
achieve 3:37:10 which I was very
pleased with (nearly 10 minutes
faster), and am really excited
about the prospect of running
London marathon in 2019. Of
course, I need to keep up the long
distance running next year, so the
question is, which marathon
next? .

Contact
Any errors or feedback please send to
the email below
info@easthullharriers.com

